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Abstract
Users or consumers’ anonymity in cyberspace is a controversial issue （mainly in engineering and law）．In this
article, I philosophically clarified and ethically justified the concepts of anonymity and pseudonymity in internet
communication. Anonymity can be attained through unlinkability and unobservability, while pseudonymity is
strengthened as a result of unlinkability between subjects and its pseudonyms in the communication. Users want
anonymity and pseudonymity to ensure that harmful or offensive subjects cannot reach them. However, many le-
gal and ethical privacy theories, which define “breach of privacy” as an intrusion into private space, are unable to
explain or ethically justify anonymity―because anonymity can be regarded as privacy in public. Pseudonyms or
anonymous actions are used to avoid attracting other people’s attention in public. It is necessary to rely on the
idea that privacy is an aspect of autonomy rather than on the “intrusion” privacy theory.
５８ インターネットにおける匿名性はいかに正当化されるか？
